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SITE STORY

Décor, design and details put life
into every Perspective interior
A

Pianosi Development’s stunning Etobicoke community complements contemporary life

pproach Perspective,
Pianosi Development
Corporation’s gorgeous
Etobicoke community, and
the first thing you’ll appreciate
is the beauty that surrounds it.
Set off by a stunning Humber
Valley location rich in parkland, trees, flowers and miles
of trails, Perspective offers a
contemporary lifestyle option
in a lush natural setting surrounded by every imaginable
urban amenity. But it’s what’s
inside that will really set your
imagination alight.
The two towers of Perspective 1 & 2 share a sophisticated, yet comforting esthetic
that carries through from the
entrance to the rooftop.
At ground level, it’s exemplified by a welcoming lobby
you’ll love coming home to,
and a range of amenities that
will get your heart racing one
way or another — by taking
advantage of active options
with a few laps in the indoor
pool, a workout in the fully
outfitted fitness centre, or
some hard swings in the golf
simulator, or simply by the
sheer loveliness of the inviting

textures and colour palette.
The stylish lounge, guest
suite and media room with
fully integrated home theatre are just as tempting, with
the same attention to designer
details you’ll find
throughout Perspective.
Up on the rooftop,
sp e ctacular views
across the treetops to
the city lights beyond
provide the only visuals that could compete with the stunn i n g d e s ig n . Ou tdoor cabanas, large
screen TV, barbecues,
shaded dining areas
and a comfortable
seating area next to a
Zen-inspired waterfall
offer an exceptional
setting to gather family and friends.
“The interior design
was inspired by the
abundant surrounding ravine and parklands, thus the colours of nature are
interpreted with an
emphasis on texture

rather than tone. We selected
various stones, wood and natural fibers that reflect the outdoors,” says project designer
Liz McKay of Bryon Patton &
Associates, the community’s

award-winning design firm.
“Both buildings are comprised of a common neutral
palette with elements of traditional detailing that add to a
peaceful, relaxed and elegant

atmosphere.”
Each suite at Perspective
is designed with the same
meticulous attention and
commitment to excellence
as the common areas. The
kitchen is the core of
any home, a hub of
family life and, like
a people-magnet,
attracts every guest
who wanders into its
orbit. A great kitchen
makes a great home
— and the interior
designers at Perspective make great kitchens!
Taking their cue
from sleek, European
design, the wonderfully tactile mix of
materials including
stainless steel appliances and custom
designer cabinetry
make these kitchens
real show-stoppers,
especially with the
nine-foot ceilings that
extend well beyond
the upper cabinets to
give every unit a spacious, soaring feel.

The Bryon Patton design
team excels again with luxurious master bedrooms outfitted with custom vanities and
deep soaker tubs in the master ensuites. As functional as
they are beautiful, most suites
also give residents the stressbusting convenience of sinkequipped laundry rooms with
full-size, front-loading washers and dryers.
Already under construction,
suites at Perspective start at
just $279,900 including parking, locker, and inimitable
style! With Pianosi, the beauty
of Perspective is backed by
decades spent making a reputation for quality construction and development, both
with residents and with Tarion, Ontario’s new home warranty program. Pianosi has
been building residential,
retail, commercial and industrial complexes in Ontario
since 1948, and the company
is still run by the Pianosi family today. To find out more,
visit PerspectiveCondos.com
or call 416-242-3500.
— Courtesy of Pianosi
Development

